
Whether for professionals or hobby gardeners:  
The Super special spark plug range from Bosch 
covers almost all applications and nearly every 
type of device with only a few spark plug models. 
The Bosch Super special range combines all the 
important features you need for professional work 
with powered equipment: perfect starting perfor-
mance, safe ignition, effective corrosion protection,  
and good electrical conductivity.

Get moving with Bosch spark plugs.
Wherever there are combustion engines, you’ll find 
spark plugs from Bosch. As the inventors of the spark 
plug and with over 100 years of experience, Bosch 
does not just get cars moving: The Bosch Super special 
range is designed especially for garden and forestry 
equipment engines. This is why well-known manu-
facturers like Stihl choose Bosch as their original 
equipment manufacturer. Bosch spark plugs also offer 
huge advantages to specialized dealers:
 Genuine replacement parts
 Compact range with extensive cover
 State-of-the-art, reliable quality
 Packaging conceived as a sales support

Bosch spark plugs:
The right one for every task

Wherever mobility and engine power are required, 
Bosch spark plugs give gasoline engines a boost:

  Cars 
  Commercial vehicles 
  Motorcycles 
  Boats/ships 
  Power saws
  Gardening equipment

For full information see the spark plug catalog 
or visit www.bosch.com

This is where you get original Bosch quality:
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Full power for business:  
The Bosch Super special range 
for low-power engines 

Order no. 1 987 720 034
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The spark plug specialists:
The complete range for all motorized tools

Handy, compact and practical: The workshop packaging 
of the Super special range requires a minimum of ware-
house space – and still ensures the maximum availability 
of the different spark plug models.

The Super special range means that you can offer every  
customer the right spark plug and cover the complete  
spectrum of motorized mobile tools:

 Leaf blowers 	Power supply units
 Garden tractors  Lawnmowers
 Hedge cutters 	Lawn trimmers
 Chainsaws  	Snow cutters
 Leaf vacuum 	Snow throwers
 Power scythes   Water pumps

Only a few models, broad market coverage: The compact 
Super special range from Bosch.

Self-explanatory and a quick seller
The Super special blister pack provides you with an 
attractive and self-explanatory sales support that optimally 
boosts trade. The simple system using ID number and 
Bosch number ensures that your customers find the right 
spark plug first time. All the important information for 
safe and professional installation is included.

A complete range with only a few models
Whether for hobby gardeners or professionals – motorized 
mobile tools are becoming ever more popular and the 
range of garden and forestry equipment on offer is growing 
equally fast. It’s fortunate then, that Bosch Super special 
covers all common equipment with only a few spark plug 
models. With even the smallest sales area, you can thus 
offer every customer the right spark plug. 

Each Bosch spark plug embodies over 100 years of 
experience, along with reliable and high-performance 
technology that is specially tailored to the requirements 
of a wide range of engines. This is also true for Bosch 

Super special: The compact range of spark plugs 
ensures cleaner, more economical and more efficient 
fuel combustion for garden and forestry equipment.

1  ID number
2  Bosch number
3  Type designation

 

4  Installation instructions
5  EAN code

1  Effective current leakage barriers at the insulator:  
 Prevent flashover and thus misfiring

2  Nickel-plated housing and thread: 
 Protection against corrosion and seizure in the 
 aluminum cylinder head

3  Heat-shrink fitting:  
 Completely gas tight, with an exact heat range

4  Interference suppression resistor: 
 Reliable operation of all electronic systems

5  Nickel center electrode:
 Guarantees reliable starting capabilities

6  Ground electrode: 
 Wear resistant and durable


